Personal Papers and Collections
Mary K. Kahl
3 boxes; (1.25 linear feet)

Box 1

1. Crazy Quilt cover draft
2. Lie Hidden in Darkness First 30 Pages
3. Notes – Northern Lights, Summer Nights
4. Notes – Characters
5. Notes – Murder and Misdeeds
6. Research
7. Research – Sex abuse
8. Research – Innocence Project
9. Publisher – Lescher & Lescher
10. Writing – On The Road to Comfort Sep 1981
11. Research – Ballot Box 13
12. Publisher – McFarland – BB13
13. Notes – Murder and Misdeeds
14. Writing – unknown manuscript
15. Personal Papers and Mother’s Will
16. Manuscript - Murder and Misdeeds with Notes

Box 2

17. Manuscript – two different books
18. Notes – Crazy Quilt
19. Notes – Unknown manuscript
20. Manuscript – Dream Lover First Draft
21. Research
22. Writing – General
23. Manuscript – Clown Prince (folder states: E. Sawyer – As shown to B. Worcester)
24. Manuscript – Getting Back
25. Notes – Murder and Misdeeds

Box 3

26. Manuscript – Crazy Quilt, Part 1
27. Manuscript – Crazy Quilt, Part 2
28. Manuscript – Crazy Quilt, Part 3
29. Manuscript – Crazy Quilt, Part 4
30. Manuscript – Lie Hidden In Darkness